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What has changed in the recipient registration with the introduction of the Virtual PRA? 

As of January 28, 2020, the virtual PRA (vPRA) replaced the %PRA as parameter for 
sensitization within Eurotransplant. With this implementation, the recipient registration changed 
slightly.  

1. Antibody screening per recipient  

This screen is used to register the antibody screening for the recipient 

 
The screen contains two tab pages: “Lab. Results” and “Antibodies”. The red fields are 
mandatory. 

Lab. Results  
The field ‘Entry Date’ is automatically filled with date and time of entry and cannot be changed. 
Enter the labcode of the screening laboratory in the field “Code”. Choose F9 or the arrow to 
select a laboratory. It is only possible to use the center codes ending on ‘TT’ (e.g. NLBTT). 
Enter in the field ‘Sample Date’ the date the blood sample was drawn from the recipient. 

The fields to the right of ‘Sample Date’ are display only. If a %PRA was already entered 
previously, this value will be shown here. When these data have been used for matching at any 
given time, the checkbox ‘Match Occurred’ is checked.  
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Note: As of implementation of Release 1, 2020, only historical %PRA data are shown. This 
checkbox will not be filled, as after this release the %PRA will not be used for allocation 
anymore.  
 
You can use the ‘Comments’ field for comments per result. ‘Cum. Specificities’ are the 
cumulative specificities. 
 
Note: 
If a recipient has only Non-cytotoxic/ complement fixing antibodies, please enter “Yes”. As a 
consequence, no crossmatch at the donor center is requested upon an organ offer, and 
therefore no serum should be sent to the donor centers for the patient involved. If not, select No.  
 

 
When all information is entered, go to the second tab page “Antibodies”.   
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Antibodies

 

 
‘Screen Type’ is the antibody screening method that is used, this is mandatory. Select the 
method via the LOV (arrow). The list of values contains: DTT, Elisa, CDC, Luminex and Other.  
The field ‘%PRA’ will be read only. %PRA data entered before release 1, 20201, will be visible.  

The field ‘Auto’ can be filled to indicate whether a recipient has auto-antibodies, selection via the 
LOV. Available are “Positive”, “Negative” and “Not Tested”. If ‘Auto’ is Positive, the following 
message appears: 

 

 

 

 
1 Release 1 2020: 28.01.2020 Implementation of R-TTAC 01.10 v-PRA value (based on the phenotype 
frequency of the unacceptable mismatches) will replace the %-PRA value. 
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Click OK and the field ‘DTT Crossmatch’ will automatically be filled with ‘Yes’. In all other 
instances the field ‘DTT Crossmatch’ is not mandatory. You can fill in Yes or No, whether a 
crossmatch with DTT is needed for this recipient or not. 
The field ‘Specificities’ allows entry of HLA antibody specificities. You can use the arrow, F9 or 
type in the antigens directly. 

When you have entered all information, click the Next button. When there are no specificities, 
the next screen will be the Organ screen. When specificities are entered, the next screen will be 
the Unacceptable Antigens screen. 

For the allowed interval between antibody screenings and the period of validity of antibody 
screenings see chapter 10 (Histocompatibility) of the Eurotransplant manual. 

2. Unacceptable Antigens  

The unacceptable antigens are those HLA antigens that should be avoided on an organ offer. 
Since these antigens are used in the kidney match program, an organ from a donor who has 
one or more of these HLA antigens will not be offered.  

There are two ways to enter the unacceptable antigens screen; via the recipient registration 
wizard or via the menu. 
 

Registration via the recipient registration wizard     
After you have entered the HLA antibody specificities in the Antibodies per Recipients screen 
and used the Next button, the following message appears (depending on the data entered in the 
Antibody Screening per Recipient screen): 

 
You have two options: Ok and Cancel. When you choose ‘Cancel’, you stay in the unacceptable 
antigens screen, but the antigen has not been inserted. This could be the case in a scenario 
where the center wants to record the presence of an HLA antibody which is not deemed 
relevant for precluding an organ offer, and therefore does not lead to an unacceptable antigen 
registration. 
This message appears for all antigens entered in the Antibody per recipient screen.  
After “Ok”, the antigen(s) appear in the unacceptable antigens screen. 
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Registration via the recipient registration screens    
It is always possible to register new unacceptable or update the entry by opening the 
Unacceptable screen. Go to Recipient – Immunological results – Unacceptable antigens. 
 
Registration of unacceptable antigens:  
The screen contains two-tab pages: “Lab. Results” and “Unacceptable Antigens”. 

Lab. Results  

 
The data is automatically entered when a row is created. If you want to enter a new row, you 
can use F6 or the button with the green plus: 
 
The field ‘Entry Date’ is filled automatically with the date of entry and cannot be changed. The 
field ‘Lab’ is mandatory. Enter the code of the laboratory that determined the unacceptable 
antigens. Use F9 or the LOV button to select the lab code. It is only possible to use a center 
code ending with ‘TT’ e.g. NLBTT.  
 
The field “Unacceptable antigens” is a view-only field and will be filled when the unacceptable 
antigens are entered in the tab page “Unacceptable Antigens”.  
 
The fields vPRA, Donor Frequency ABO identical % (before implementation called ETKAS%) 
and Donor Frequency ABO Compatible% (before implementation called Heart%) are 
automatically filled after entering and saving the unacceptable antigens. 
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The field vPRA shows the virtual (calculated) PRA, based on the entered unacceptable 
antigens2.  
The field Donor Frequency ABO identical % is the calculated Donor frequency for the ABO 
identical match and the Donor Frequency ABO compatible % is the calculated Donor frequency 
for the ABO compatible matches. These Donor frequencies are based on blood group and the 
entered unacceptable antigens.  
The checkbox ‘Match Occurred’ will be checked if the result set has been used in an 
ETKAS/AM, ESP or Cross-over match. The ‘Comments’ field can be used for comments on the 
unacceptable antigens. 
 
Unacceptable Antigens 

 
When an earlier entered result set exists, this will automatically be copied in a new set for you to 
edit. If not, the fields are empty for you to enter the first set. 
You can use the arrow, F9 or type in the antigens directly. 
 
It is possible to delete a single (or multiple) unacceptable antigens in a previously entered row 
with results, if this row has not been used in a match (the field Match occurred must be 
unchecked in the tab Lab results). If you want to delete an unacceptable antigen when entering 
a new row, just create the new row and delete the unacceptable antigen that you want to delete. 

Select the antigen and use Shift-F6 or the red cross.  

 
2 After every entry of new unacceptable antigen, the vPRA and the donor frequencies for the ABO Identical and 
ABO Compatible match is calculated automatically by the ETRL calculators and saved in the ENIS system. 
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When you delete an unacceptable antigen or do not include an unacceptable antigen from a 
prior entry, a message will appear as an extra check.  
 

 
 
It is possible to enter Unacceptable Antigens without these antigens being present in the 
antibody profile of the patient, e.g. if you want to avoid repeat mismatches. 
 
It is not possible to enter an antigen which is also present in the recipient’s ‘Acceptable 
Antigens3’. The following message will appear:  

 

Note: additionally, it is not possible to enter an unacceptable antigen which is also present in the 
recipient’s full match phenotype.  
 
It is possible to enter a split-able broad HLA antigen, but you cannot enter a split-able broad 
antigen and one of the splits simultaneously. The following prompt appears: 

 
Click ‘Print’ if you want to print this message. Click ‘OK’ and the entered antigen can be 
changed. 
 
When an antigen is entered twice the following message appears: 

 
3 Acceptable antigens can only be entered by the ETRL for patients in the AM program. For patients not 
in the AM program, no Acceptable antigens are present.  
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Click ‘OK’ and the entered antigen can be changed. 

When the last field has been entered, save the information by clicking F10 or the disk.  
 
Note: the percentage of vPRA will automatically change the urgency status of the recipient on 
the kidney waiting list with urgency T (vPRA 0%) or I (vPRA >0%). 
 
 
No Unacceptable antigens determined 
As of Implementation of Release 1, 2020 it is also possible to register that no unacceptable 
antigen is determined. You can check the checkbox No Unacc. Determined. This indicates that 
a screening has been performed but no unacceptable antigen was determined. 

 
 
If you save this row, the following message will appear. 
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When you click the button OK, the row indicating no unacceptable antigens are determined is 
saved into the system. 
 
Calculation of the vPRA, donor Frequency ABO identical% and ABO compatible% 
Calculations are performed on the ETRL reference database v3.0, which contains HLA data of 
10.000 deceased donors used for renal transplantation between 2012 and 2018 within the 
Eurotransplant area. 
Only donors with complete HLA typing for HLA-A, -B, -C, -DR and -DQ have been selected. 
Donors with missing HLA data for one or more loci were excluded after verification that the 
frequency of the known HLA antigens from these donors was not significantly different from that 
of the HLA antigens of donors with complete HLA typing  
All alleles are available at split antigen level, except B14 and Cw3. Bw4 and Bw6 are included in 
the database. In case of missing data, Bw4/Bw6 has been assigned based on HLA-B antigens 
only. 
Please be aware that assigning a Bw4 will not include corresponding HLA-A antigens. HLA-A 
antigens harboring a Bw4 epitope need to be filled in separately. 
Missing split alleles for HLA-DQ3 were imputed by using linkage information of HLA-DRB1. 
Finally, DR51/52/53 are also included in the database. In case of missing data, imputation 
based on DRB1 typing was performed. DR53 has been removed for donors with DR7 and DQ9, 
because in this case DR53 is non-expressed. The donor frequency can be calculated based on 
ABO identity with the donor or on basis of ABO compatibility. 
 
Calculation of vPRA contains the following steps: 
 
 The program checks, per unacceptable antigen, which donors have this unacceptable HLA 

antigen present. These donors are added to a temporary donor panel. 
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 For each additional unacceptable antigen the remaining donors are checked for the 
presence of this unacceptable HLA antigen  

If so, the donor is added to the temporary donor panel. 
 After all unacceptable antigens are checked against the donor panel, the number of marked 

donors is divided by the total number of donors and multiplied with 100 for the percentage. 
This is the (calculated) vPRA. 

 
Calculations of the vPRA and the Donor Frequency are shown in the screen with three 
decimals. 
For more information, please visit the web site of our reference laboratory at http://www.etrl.org 
 
Bulk import of immunological results 
For a large number of updates (>50) data can be sent in using predefined file formats. For 
further information please visit the Eurotransplant membersite:  
https://members.eurotransplant.org/cms/index.php?page=library_gen_pra 


